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enlarging with time, with the ring curvature radius R(O,t)>> 1 being much larger

than its cross-scale of O( 1), as shown in filt. 1 • A Cartesian coordinate

system is defined, with x-axis along the wind direction, z-axis in the

vertical direction. To solve the problem by the .ethod of IIBtched asymptotic

expansions, the flow field is divided into two separate asymptotic regions,

L, e. the inner region of slender ring around the burning rinit with the

cross-scale of O( 1) and the outer region.

(2-1)

A. ~r preble.

In the outer region, x,y,z=O(R). Aocordi.Jlll to the conservation of -.ss and

energy, the variations of velocity and t.e.perature due to the fire are of

ex: 1jR}. The asymptotic expensions of outer velocity and temperature are

.... ~ 1.... 1 1 1
v=Uw(z)I. + RV 1 (x,y,z,t)+o(R) T=T(J)+ R T

1
(x,y,z,t) + o(R)'

where U (z) is the wind speed. 'lbe enerIY equation reduces to
w

(2-2)

(2-4)

(2-3)
.... ....
CO)1 =l1xv1 '

V =V<p
1

a(sl,t)ds
l

-;:::::::===;;====;::::::;:'
J(x _x)2+(y _y)2+ Z2

1 1

From the conservation of mass, it can be inf~rred. that the unlmown line source

a (Sl' t) is the distribution of the mass expension of the inner region!

where He and Pr are Reynolds nuaber and Prandtl maber of outer proble..

Noticina that the Reynolds maber R.~(R), one can see that T =0. Thev 1
governina equations of ~ (x,y,z;t) . are

1

V ~ =0 a .... +U(z)a .... :l......A~
1 ~1 ~1 K.- 1

so that (3 =0.
1

Intuitively, the disturbance of the narrow burninit ring in the outer recion

acts to repel of the fluid. In addition, the ring shrinks to the line r:
r=R( 0 , t) , the center line of the ring, as seen by an outer observer.

Therefore, it is inferred. that ~ can., be represented by a concentrated line
1

source along the line r, L.e,J
r

B. Inner probl_ of IIa8eOUB part

To .8CCOlmt for the interactions between the fuels and the gas in the inner

region, the fuels and the gas are considered as the solid and the gaseous part

of a porous bed respectively. A local Cartesian coordinate system (n,« ,z) is

set also with its origin at pes) on r and with the n- and T-axes nol"llB1 and
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tarulent to r at P( s ) respectively in the horizontal plane, as sketched in fill.

1. The asymptotic expansions for density p, mass fractions of fuel and oxygen

m , m ; velocity components u, v, 101 in the coordinate system (n,T ,z);
fu ox

enthalpy h , turbulence energy k, and turbulence energy dissipetion £ can be

written in the same fOnD
o 1 1 ) (~~ (n,T,z,t)+~ (n,T,z,t +0 IjR). (2-5)

Noticinll the fact that the scales of the inner retrion are O( 1) in the n- and

z-directions, and O(R) in the T-direction, the Iloverninll equations to first

order approximation for the gas Jilase in the inner region are as follows

continuity equation

IIlOOIentun equations

o~fu)+a(~~u)+o(~~w) - ~+2J(Jlt.~)~Pt. (~+~)]+{uS)

~+a (~~u) +13 (~~w) -a~(Jlt.~)~Jlt.~)+{vS}

~+a(~:u) +a(~:) - ~+~Pt.(~+~)]+~Jlt.~z>-.Qfr+/wS,l

species equations

a(pm ) a(pum ) a(pvm) a. am .
fu + fu + fU:.-2.tr ru ).....2.(r fU)_R +{a S}

at an az on" ru""'8DiJZ ru~ r u ru

o( pm ) o -(p um ) a(pvm ) ,. am ,. am
_ .....,...;.,o ....;,x_ + ox + o x _ Vcr oX)+~r OX)_R

a t an a z an ox~ az" ox~ ox

k-c model of turbulence

a ( p k ) +13 (puk) +0 ( pwk):..!Jr ak)+..2.Jr ak)+G-
~ an az an" learr iJz" k~ oc

~+a(~~£) +o(~:£ ) -a~(r£~)~r£~)+~(C1G-C:lP£},

Flux model of heat radiation

a 1 · a s
~a+s an ~)=a(~ -4E)"'2'(~ -<Iz)

a 1 a s
~ii+8 C3Z CIzl=a(~ -4E)"'2'(~~)
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(2-6b)

(2-60)

(2-6d)

(2-6e)

(2-6f)

(2-6&)

(2-6h)

(2-6i)

(2-6j)

(2-6k)



Q =2a(q +0 -2B) E=c:JT' ,
r n~

with p. =cpk~/£
L g

G= {2( aU)~ +(aW)~J+(aU+aW)2+(aV)~+(aV)2_ {J raT}
p.L em az: em <Jz. em <Jz. TO'h 2n
c =O.09 c =1.44 c =1.92 r er =r er er =1,

1 ~ h f'u ox It c

(2-61)

(2-7)

where S stands for the IBBS flow rate froa the solid to the i88, the source

terJIB in brackets, { }, are valid only within the porous bed; Q is the heat
. . ' to

transfer rate from gas to solid; h refers to the enthalpy of the released
. in

h =S(a H +a H +q.T ), . (2-8)
in f'u f'u H20 H~O f'u . . . . .

a . and a are IBBS fractions of ruel and water vapor in' the released &as; 0'
~ ~o .

1s Stefan-BoltZllBlDl's"constant, a, S are absorption and emission coefficients

of .ooila in tnit lenath. For the sake of brevity, the superscript of the

first-order solution is anitted in the above equations.

These governina equations can be written into a general fonn

h=hODw=0v=U sin8+O'( s, t) 008(9)
W fir

. ak_a£_aqn_aqz=o'
aN aN aN aN 'II =m

ox oxCI)
m =mf'u f'uOD

for v <0 ,
II

where ~ stands for deperdent variables, r. for the exchanare coefficient 81)(1 S.

for the source term for the correspondinl variable ~.

Weak bourda.ry conditions are e.ployed at all open bo\oIaries, Le.

as r~=n2+z~~,

u=U Cos8+0'(s,t)COS{9)
w .r " .

(2-10)

ra-inI
for v so, au_av_aw_ah_amf'u_amox_ak_a£_aqn_aqz_o

II mraN aN aN aN aN aN aN aN em-'
where N i s the nonoal to the open boundary, (J is the angle between T 

x-axes , 9=tg-1CZ/ n) . The boundary conditi~ on the wall are given as z=O,
u=v=w=k=£ =0 ah _amI'u _amox -0az az az

dq s _ 2a (q -E),
az-""2"=Ci z

and

where a is the emission coefficient of the ground.

I C. Hodel of wildlard fuels

Wildland fuels are divided by kind, live denee, and spatial distribution.

If all these factors are considered together, the fuel lIIOdel JI1IJSt be too

COIIIPlicated to use. If only one factor" is considered, the result will be
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(3-2)

. <~)

SH~O=aH~ok~exp (-E~/T), (3-1)

the reaction rate and ' energy parameters of

deviated from the real procedure. Therefore, a compromise has to be made

between accuracy and practicality. For this reason, the following assumptions

are introduced:

(i) Wildland fuels can be roughly divided into two classes: (a) the fuel

with its scale being of 1mn at least at one direction, such as grasses,

leaves, etc., the time scale of its pYrolysis is 8IIIBll compared wi tJi that of

fire- behaviour; (b) the circular cylinder fuel with its diameter scale being

100m. Both of the two class fuels consists of fuel and water with the mass

fractions a<i>, aU), i=l,2. For the scales of fuels are small caopa.red with
- ru H~O

the cross-scale of the burning ring, these mass fractions are asSURed as the

continuoUs functions of space. For the later class, the pyrolysis rate and

water vaporization rate with its temperature are given as follows from the

chemical dynamic equations

• <~)

Sru=ar u k iexp (-Ei/T)

"Ihere k , k , E , and E are
6 1 ~ 1 - ~

fuels.

(ii) The fuel Vapor caoes from vaporization of the pyrolysis of the porous

fuel bed. A simple one-step irreversible reaction model is used to describe

the canbustion. A unit mass of fuel canbines with s mass units of oxygen to

iive (1 +s) units of products, s -here refers to the stoichoimetric ratio of

fuel and 0KYllen. As the mixing process is predaninant in' controlling the

reaction rate for wildland fires, the local reaction rate is expressed with

the Magnussen's version of Spalding's eddy-break-up model
m m

R • -Ap~;nt ox pr )
ru - k-...mru' -s-, B( 1+s) ,

where A and B are constants given the value 4 and 2 respectively. 6

(iii) It is not possible to know the detalls of IIIOtion of gas within the

porous bed in .the SIlIB11 scale. Forbmately, our interest is on the relatively

large scale motion from the practical point of view. The method of porosity is

used to simulate the porous fuel 'bed, as proposed by Fan (1985, 1991).7 ,8 The

poresity is a proportion of a cell through which fluid can flow. Both the

volune porosity and surface porosity are introduced. They express the

proportions of voltllle and surface of a cell respectively, which are available

for fluid flow in the cell. Porosity can be as factors incorporated into the

discretized equations,8

~(~VPov) ~ )-A-..1..; ' at +f[ (pv~-r~~ Ju-oil=(S40VPov)p

1=e ,8 ,W,n
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where V stands for the vollllle of a cell; Pov and Poi for the voltllle porosity

and surface porosity of the cell respectively; the subscript i=e,s,w,n for the

east, south, west, and north surfaces of the cell.

a::temI(JtlS

Sever wildland fires have been formulated by using the method of matched

asymptotic expansions. The outer flow is reduced to a cool laminar flow to

second-order approximation, consisting of the stratified uniform wind and the

potential flow induced. by a line source along the burnilli rilli with its

strength determined by the first-order inner problem. The inner region has

been 'consi dered as a porous bed with fuels and gas. The inner problem of

saseous part is reduced. as a quasi ·2-D problem of flow, heat transfer and

canbustion in the inner region. The 3-D effect in the inner region is due to

the interaction of mean flow and turbulent fluctuation.

In addition, the fire in inner region is different fran the burning of

material of uniform phase due to the existence of gas flow and canbustion, and

their interactions within the bed. The processes have been modeled by a set

of governing equations of gas }ilase with appropriate modifications of their

source terms and nuoorical treatment of introducing voltllletric and surface

porosity of each cell into the discretized equations.
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